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Abstract—The emergence of various intelligent mobile ap-
plications demands the deployment of powerful deep learning
models at resource-constrained mobile devices. The device-edge
co-inference framework provides a promising solution by splitting
a neural network at a mobile device and an edge computing
server. In order to balance the on-device computation and the
communication overhead, the splitting point needs to be carefully
picked, while the intermediate feature needs to be compressed
before transmission. Existing studies decoupled the design of
model splitting, feature compression, and communication, which
may lead to excessive resource consumption of the mobile device.
In this paper, we introduce an end-to-end architecture, named
BottleNet++, that consists of an encoder, a non-trainable channel
layer, and a decoder for more efficient feature compression and
transmission. The encoder and decoder essentially implement
joint source-channel coding via lightweight convolutional neural
networks (CNNs), while explicitly considering the effect of chan-
nel noise. By exploiting the strong sparsity and the fault-tolerant
property of the intermediate feature in deep neural networks
(DNNs), BottleNet++ achieves a much higher compression ratio
than existing methods. Compared with directly transmitting
intermediate data without feature compression, BottleNet++
achieves up to 64× bandwidth reduction over the additive white
Gaussian noise channel and up to 256× bit compression ratio
in the binary erasure channel, with less than 2% reduction in
accuracy of classification.
Index Terms—Deep Learning, Device-Edge Co-Inference, Net-
work Compression, Joint Source-Chanel Coding
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, applications enabled by various mobile and In-
ternet of Things (IoT) devices have profoundly changed our
daily life [1]. One primary driver of these applications is the
recent breakthrough in Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) [2]
that for reliable inference. Unfortunately, DNN-based applica-
tions typically require a tremendous amount of computation,
so they cannot be directly deployed on resource-constrained
mobile/edge devices. A common method to solve this problem
is to transmit the raw data to be processed at the cloud or
edge computing platforms [3], [4]. The main disadvantage of
this approach is the huge amount of communication overhead,
which leads to considerable latency and energy consumption
[5]. Another approach is on-device inference, which deploys
compressed DNNs on mobile devices. However, the over-
compressed networks cause severe performance degradation,
and the limited resources lead to high on-device communica-
tion latency. These difficulties have driven the development of
other alternatives, among which device-edge co-inference is a
promising solution [6], [7]. This method splits a network into
the front part on a mobile device and the remaining part on an
edge server. The output of the front part network is the inter-
mediate feature, which would be transmitted to the edge server
for further processing. In this way, device-edge co-inference
achieves a good balance among on-device computation and
the communication overhead, and thus reduces the inference
latency.
Existing works on device-edge co-inference mainly investi-
gated model splitting [8], while intermediate feature compres-
sion received less attention. Although DNNs can gradually
abstract the intermediate feature layer by layer, the feature
dimension may not decrease. There is an in-layer data amplifi-
cation phenomenon [9], i.e., the output data size of early layers
may be larger than the original input data [8]. Thus, without
effective feature compression, the model splitting point needs
to be deep enough until the size of the intermediate feature is
small enough, which leads to more layers deployed on the de-
vice and more on-device computation. So the effectiveness of
feature compression affects both the communication overhead
and the amount of on-device computation.
In this paper, we propose an end-to-end trainable archi-
tecture, named BottleNet++, for efficient feature compression
in device-edge co-inference systems. BottleNet++ consists of
an encoder, a non-trainable channel layer, and a decoder.
Both the encoder and decoder adopt lightweight convolutional
neural networks (CNNs), which effectively act as joint source-
channel coding [10]. Furthermore, by training the encoder and
decoder in an end-to-end manner and explicitly considering
the communication channel effect, BottleNet++ effectively
exploits the fault-tolerant property of the DNN for a higher
compression ratio. To further improve the model generaliza-
tion ability in different channel conditions, the parameters of
channel condition are considered by the encoder.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We introduce an end-to-end trainable architecture, named
BottleNet++, for efficient intermediate feature compres-
sion and transmission for device-edge co-inference.
• We design an encoder that can perform adaptive coding
under different channel conditions, which is robust to
the varying channel conditions and achieves graceful
degradation of accuracy with a noisy channel.
• Simulation results show that BottleNet++ achieves, with
less than 2% accuracy degradation, up to 64× bandwidth
reduction on the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
channel and up to 256× bit compression ratio on the
binary erasure channel (BEC) compared with the direct
feature transmission without compression. With a higher
compression ratio, BottleNet++ enables splitting a DNN
at earlier layers, which leads to up to 3× reduction in
on-device computation compared with other compression
methods.
II. PRELIMINARY
DNN has become a powerful method for many applications,
but it typically requires a tremendous amount of computation.
To deploy a DNN on source-constrained devices for edge
AI applications, we consider hybrid deployment [11], called
device-edge co-inference in this paper, which utilizes both
the mobile device and the edge server for the execution to
achieve a better tradeoff between communication and on-
device computation. Our study focuses on increasing the com-
pression ratio of the intermediate feature, which can reduce
the communication overhead and on-device computation. It is
achieved by exploiting the compression potential from model
compression, joint source-channel coding, as well as the fault-
tolerant property of neural networks.
A. Network Splitting and Feature Compression
Network splitting and feature compression are two critical
problems for device-edge co-inference. The selection of the
splitting point needs to reduce the latency due to on-device
communication and feature transmission simultaneously. Fea-
ture compression has attracted lots of recent attention. Many
works have proposed different splitting and compression meth-
ods. The feature coding method proposed in [6] applied JPEG
coding and Huffman coding to compress the intermediate data.
The method in [12] combined network splitting and model
pruning, which first prunes the weights of the network and then
selects the splitting point based on the pruned model. However,
the pruning step would consume plenty of time. More recently,
BottleNet [13] proposed to encode the intermediate feature
by a neural network and use a compression-aware training
approach to reduce the accuracy loss. The name of our
architecture, i.e., BottleNet++, is inspired by this work.
All of the works mentioned above only considered source
coding, while assuming reliable communication over the wire-
less channel, i.e., they adopted the separate principle of source
and channel coding. Moreover, their design objective is to
recover the intermediate feature at the edge server, either
perfectly (with lossless source coding) or with tolerable dis-
tortion (with lossy compression). But, for the device-edge co-
inference systems, reliable communication is not necessary. In
other words, over-compression and inaccurate communication
can be tolerated as long as they do not seriously affect the
inference performance. Motivated by the above discussion, we
propose an end-to-end design approach based on joint source-
channel coding, while exploiting the fault-tolerant property of
DNNs. In the next two subsections, the two main ingredients,
i.e., joint source-channel coding and the fault-tolerant property
of DNNs, are introduced. The proposed framework will be
presented in Section III.
B. Joint Source-Channel Coding
According to Shannons source-channel separation theorem
[14], it is optimal to separate the design of source coding and
channel coding. However, the optimality of the separate design
holds only in the asymptotic limit of infinitely long source
and channel blocks. In practice, joint source-channel coding
can achieve better performance [15]. Recently, many works
have tried learning-based methods for joint source-channel
coding. The work [10] considered using the DNN to encode
and decode the image over the AWGN channel. Another
work [16] implemented the joint source-channel coding on the
text transmission over a binary erasure channel, which uses
the sequence-to-sequence learning framework to encode and
decode the text.
However, the above studies focused on restoring the trans-
mitted message at the receiver, which is a challenging com-
munication problem but is not fully aligned with the overall
design objective in our considered problem. As DNNs enjoy
a fault-tolerant property, the high reliability in intermediate
feature transmission is not needed, which gives further room
for compression. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first work that exploits this unique opportunity for feature
compression.
C. Fault-Tolerance Property of Neural Networks
Fault tolerance is frequently cited as a key property of neural
networks [17] since these networks contain more neurons or
processing elements than necessary to solve a given problem.
This property can be leveraged for reducing the communi-
cation overhead in the device-edge co-inference systems by
relaxing the reliability requirement of transmission. For this
purpose, we propose to add the channel effect directly to the
DNN during the training process, to exploit its fault-tolerant
capability. As to be shown in the experiments, thanks to the
fault-tolerance property, even if the channel noise corrupts the
transmitted data, the DNN performance degrades gracefully.
III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
The proposed end-to-end architecture, namely, BottleNet++,
is shown in the box of Fig. 1. It consists of an encoder,
a non-trainable channel layer, and a decoder. BottleNet++
is deployed at the splitting point of DNN to compress and
transmit the cubelike intermediate feature tensors. The encoder
and decoder are a pair of complementary lightweight CNNs.
The extra computation introduced by the encoder and decoder
is negligible compared to the whole network. The wireless
channel is modeled as a non-trainable layer in DNN and
represented by a transfer function, similar to DNN based joint
source-channel coding [10]. In this paper, we only consider
two simple channel models, i.e., the AWGN and binary erasure
channels. For different channel models, the transfer function
can be replaced accrodingly, and our BottleNet++ can still
work due to the network fault tolerance.
Fig. 1: The architecture of BottleNet++.
A. Encoder
The encoder plays the role of feature compression and
joint source-channel coding, which consists of a convolutional
layer, a batch normalization layer, and an activation layer. The
encoder applies lossy compression to reduce the dimension of
the intermediate feature of DNN. The convolutional layer uses
different numbers of filters to control the output channel., and
the stride of the convolutional operation and the kernel size
determine the spatial size of the output feature. Concretely,
the intermediate feature can be represented by a tensor as
(channel, width, height). The four cubes presented in Fig. 1
are feature tensors with size (C,W,H) or (C′,W ′, H ′). To
compress C channels to C′ channels, the convolutional layer
adopts C′ filters. To realize width-wise reduction from W
to W ′ and height-wise reduction from H to H ′, the stride
of convolutional operation is set to (⌊W/W ′⌋ , ⌊H/H ′⌋). The
convolutional layer is followed by a batch normalization layer
and a Sigmoid activation function to add non-linearity features
in the encoder. We use a Sigmoid function as the activation
function because the output values are constrained to [0, 1],
which can be scaled to satisfy the transmitter output power
constraint and further benefit to quantize data in the digital
communication system. Furthermore, because the wireless
channel is time-varying, in order to improve the encoder
generalization ability, the encoder is designed to be adaptive
to different channel conditions. Assuming the channel state
information is available, we will add it as a parameter to the
encoder.
B. Channel Model
After encoded, the compressed feature is sent through the
‘unreliable’, which would be corrupted by the channel noise.
This process is shown at the bottom box of Fig. 1. We consider
two different types of channel models. First we consider the
AWGN model and the transfer function is written as f(x) =
x+n, with n ∼ N (0, σ2). The parameter σ2 captures the noise
variance as the channel condition. The analog communication
scheme is adopted over the AWGN channel, i.e., symbols of
the compressed feature will be directly modulated without
digitizing or channel encoding. Besides, we also consider the
binary erasure channel (BEC), which is also adopted in [16]
for a DNN-based communication system.The BEC uses the bit
erasure rate (BER) p to model the deep fades or burst errors
in the channel model, which has binary input and ternary
output. The value of the erasure bit is set to the average
of the bit taking 0 and 1 in our experiment. For instance,
converting a binary number to a decimal number, the value
of 110 is 6. However, if the channel erases the leftmost bit,
the receiver would assign the average of 010 and 110, which
is 4, to it. For the BEC model, the continuous data must be
quantized to n-bit string before transmission. The output of
the Sigmoid function is constrained in [0, 1], so the quantizer
is X˜ = round (X · (2n − 1)) / (2n − 1), where the float-point
X is quantized to X˜ , presented by n-bit sequence.
The AWGN model can be used directly in the end-to-
end training because the transfer function is differentiable.
However, the transfer function of the BEC and the quantization
are non-differentiable, hindering the back-propagation process.
To solve this problem, we simply skip the channel model in
the back-propagation. In the experiment, we find that ignoring
the quantization and channel corruption is feasible, and the
model still converges when the value of p is not too large.
C. Decoder
The decoder deployed at the receiver is a joint source-
channel decoder to map the corrupted feature to the restored
feature. It consists of a deconvolutional layer, a batch normal-
ization layer, and a ReLU activation function. The decoder
aims to restore the bitstream to the feature tensor with the same
dimension before compression. The number of filters in the
deconvolutional layer determines the output channel number.
To recover C′ channels from C channels, the deconvolutional
layer use C filters. Width-wise and height-wise restoration can
adopt (⌊W/W ′⌋ , ⌊H/H ′⌋) stride in convolutional operation,
where the tuple value is the same as the encoder. In our
implementation, we set up the convolutional kernel size to 2×2
and stride to (2, 2) in the encoder, which realize 2× width-
compression and 2× height-compression, and the decoder
also uses 2×2 size kernel and (2, 2) stride. For both the
encoder and decoder, we use the convolutional/deconvolutional
network to compress the intermediate feature but not a fully
connected layer. This is because, although the fully connected
layer has stronger compression capability, its memory and
computation cost is unacceptable. Compared to traditional
coding algorithms, e.g., the LDPC code [18] and the Huffman
code, our method enjoys a higher computational efficiency,
and the encoding and decoding models are much simpler.
D. Training Strategy
As illustrated in Section III.B, the proposed BottleNet++
can be trained in an end-to-end manner with channel noise.
However, directly training the whole architecture would suffer
from the problem of slow convergence. Thus, we propose a
three-step approach to train our end-to-end architecture. The
first step is to train the DNN, e.g., VGG16 [19] or ResNet50
[9], to reach the desired accuracy of the task. A DNN consists
of many layers, like the top of Fig. 1 excluding BottleNet++.
The second step is to select the splitting point to deploy
the BottleNet++, and then train and update the weights of
the encoder and decoder while fixing other parameters in
the DNN. In this step, training the encoder and decoder in
different channel conditions, i.e., with different values of σ
in the AWGN channel and p in the BEC, will benefit its
generalization ability. In the last step, we fine-tune the whole
network to increase the accuracy further. In this process, all the
parameters in both the DNN and BottleNet++ are updatable,
and we train the whole BottleNet++ with a low learning rate.
Compared with the architecture similar to our proposal,
i.e., BottleNet [13], our method explicitly models the wireless
channel as a non-trainable layer in DNN, while BottleNet
assumes reliable communication over the wireless channel and
ignores the bandwidth expansion caused by channel coding.
As BottleNet++ considers channel conditions and exploits the
fault-tolerance property of DNNs, the encoded bitstream does
not need to be protected by a powerful channel encoder,
and thus it enjoys a higher compression capability compared
with BottleNet. For the training process, BottleNet adopts a
compression-aware training approach, which trains the DNN
and the compression module simultaneously. In contrast, our
method adopts a three-step approach to train the whole archi-
tecture, which improves the convergence rate. Moreover, when
we need to adjust the compression ratio to different channel
conditions, we only need to retrain the compression module
instead of the whole model.
IV. EVALUATION
A. Experimental Setup
We consider a classification task with the CIFAR-100
dataset [20] that consists of 60,000 32×32 color images in
100 classes, with 600 images per class. Since the edge devices
usually collect and deal with low-resolution images in IoT
devices, CIFAR-100 is well suited for on-device applications.
Several DNN architectures have been proposed to achieve
outstanding classification performance, e.g., VGGNet [19],
ResNet [9], DenseNet [21], etc. In this experiment, we use
classical ResNet50 and VGG16. Although they can not achieve
the start-of-the-art performance on CIFAR-100, our focus is
on testing the compression capability of our method. In our
experiment, VGG16 reaches 74.04% accuracy, and ResNet50
achieves 77.81% accuracy. The configuration of ResNet50
approximately follows [9], but, in the first convolutional layer,
we change the kernel size to 3x3 and modify the stride of the
convolutional operation to 1. For VGG16, its structure directly
follows [19]. The loss function in the training process is the
cross-entropy function.
As discussed in Section III.B, we consider the AWGN
channel and BEC. The peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is
used to indicate the AWGN channel condition, and the bit
erasure rate (BER) is used to indicate the quality of a BEC.
Because the maximum output of the encoder is 1, we define
PSNR as:
PSNR = 10 log
10
1
σ2
(dB) (1)
To evaluate our proposed method, we split the DNN and
compress the intermediate feature at different splitting points
of VGG16 and ResNet50. Note that not all the layers in
a DNN can be used as a splitting point. For sequential
DNNs like VGG and AlexNet [22], input signals flow layer
by layer, and we can easily split the network at the end
of each layer. However, the latest deep models like ResNet
introduce branchy network structures rather than sequential
models. So, the splitting points are different. In our evalu-
ation, each res-unit in ResNet [9] is regarded as a possible
splitting point, while for VGG16, each convolutional layer
can be regarded as a splitting point. The code is available
at github.com/shaojiawei07/BottleNetPlusPlus.
B. Compression Capability Comparison
The latency of the device-edge co-inference system is
mainly composed of on-device computation latency and trans-
mission latency/communication overhead. So, we should split
the network as early as possible (close to the input layer), with
less on-device computation, and compress the intermediate
feature as much as possible without too much loss of accuracy.
In the experiment, the accuracy degradation threshold is set
to 2%, and the on-device computation cost is approximated
by the number of floating-point multiplication operations
(FLOPs) in the convolutional layers before the splitting point.
In the following, we compare the compression capability
of BottleNet++ with other methods, in both the BEC and
AWGN channels, at different splitting points. Three baseline
methods are considered: the method in [6] that adopts the
JPEG algorithm for lossy compression, denoted as “JPEG”.
The approach in [8] that quantizes floating-point data to n
bit-depth and then encodes the result with Huffman coding
denoted as “Quantization + Huffman”, and BottleNet [13]
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Fig. 2: On-device computation vs. communication overhead in BEC with (a) ResNet50 and (b) VGG16 and On-device
computation vs. Transmission Latency in AWGN channel with (c) ResNet50 and (d) VGG16.
TABLE I: minimum on-device computation in different scenes with the comminication overhead less than transmitting PNG
image.
On-device Computation (FLOPs) BottleNet++ (ours) BottleNet JPEG Quan.+Huffman
ResNet50 (BEC) 6.8× 108 1.1× 109 1.2× 109 1.3× 109
ResNet50 (AWGN) 3.4× 108 1.1× 109 1.3× 109 1.3× 109
VGG16 (BEC) 9.6× 107 1.9× 108 1.9× 108 1.9× 108
VGG16 (AWGN) 9.6× 107 1.9× 108 1.9× 108 1.9× 108
that encodes the intermediate feature by a neural network and
uses JPEG compression-aware training to reduce the accuracy
loss. Furthermore, we consider the communication overhead of
transmitting the raw PNG image from device to edge, denoted
as “PNG image”. All of the baseline methods assumed reliable
communication with necessary channel coding. In contrast,
because our method integrates the channel model in the neural
network, it can avoid extra cost for channel coding.
We first conduct the experiment over the BEC with the bit
erasure rate p = 0.01. To ensure fairness, we apply the 1/2
rate LDPC code [18] to other methods as channel coding.
Different code rates may affect the baseline curves in Fig.
2, but they do not change the result in Table I. Extensive
experiment results show that even when the channel conditions
and the code rates change, our BottleNet++ still performs
better than other baseline methods and has similar results
as Table I. The compression capability is represented by the
communication overhead (size of the transmitted bitstream),
which is equivalent to transmission latency. The result is
shown in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b and we note that almost at any
splitting point, BottleNet++ achieves the lowest communica-
tion overhead. It realizes up to 256× bit compression ratio
in the last convolutional layer of ResNet, where BottleNet++
compresses 8192 32bit-floating numbers (32 KB) to 128 8bit-
integers (128 Bytes).
Besides, with the requirement that the communication over-
head of the intermediate feature should be less than that of raw
PNG image, our BottleNet++ can split the network earlier than
other methods. This result is summarized in Table I, which
shows the on-device computation of different methods at the
earliest splitting point. In any case, our BottleNet++ achieves
the minimum on-device computation.
We next investigate the performance of compression ca-
pability over the AWGN channel. In this case, we directly
use the transmission latency as the indicator. Compared with
baseline methods, BottleNet++ adopts the analog communica-
tion for transmitting the compressed feature, which bypasses
quantization, source coding, and channel coding, and directly
maps the data to continuous samples before transmission.
We use quadrature modulation, and each of the I and Q
channels carries an encoded but unquantized symbol. As the
baseline methods assume perfect channel coding, we adopt
the Shannon capacity formula to calculate their data rate, i.e.,
C = W log
2
(1 + SNR). Note that this gives a performance
upper bound for the baseline methods, and thus in practice,
the performance gain of BottleNet++ will be more prominent.
The experiment fixes W = 1 MHz, SNR = 14.5 dB, and
adopts transmission latency to evaluate the communication
overhead. Specially, we set PSNR = 20 dB in BottleNet++
to satisfy its SNR equal to 14.5 dB, which is calculated from
the transmitting power of each encoded symbol.
As shown in Fig. 2c and Fig. 2d, even assuming perfect cod-
ing for digital communications, the baseline methods introduce
higher transmission latency than BottleNet++. In particular,
BottleNet++ achieves up to 64× bandwidth reduction in the
second last convolutional layer of ResNet50, where it com-
presses the 2048-symbol feature to 32 symbols. Furthermore,
similar to the BEC case, Table I shows that BottleNet++
reduces on-device computation by ∼2× and ∼3× for VGG16
and ResNet50 in the AWGN channel compared with other
methods.
C. Generalization Ability and Robustness Analysis
In real communication systems, the channel condition is
time-varying, and in this part, we test the generalization ability,
i.e., accuracy degradation, of BottleNet++ when the channel
condition changes. We conduct the experiment based on the
ResNet50 model deployed behind the last convolutional layer,
with 64× compression ratio for the AWGN channel and with
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Fig. 3: Accuracy degradation of BottleNet++ over the (a)
AWGN channel and (b) BEC.
256× bit compression ratio for BEC, respectively. We evaluate
the performance of BottleNet++ in three different cases:
• Case 1: The encoder knows the channel state information,
i.e., the bit erasure rate or PSNR, in both the training and
testing processes.
• Case 2: The encoder only knows the channel state infor-
mation in the training process. In the testing process, the
encoder assumes the channel condition to be 15 dB in
the AWGN channel or 0.125 in the BEC.
• Case 3: The encoder does not know the channel state
information in either the training or the testing process.
Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b presents the accuracy loss in different
channel conditions of the three cases. Case 1 achieves the
highest accuracy under any channel condition. Case 2 is very
close to case 1, which shows the robustness of BottleNet++
to the variation of channel conditions. Case 3 has a notice-
able accuracy drop compared to Case 1, which means that
considering channel conditions during encoding can improve
the generalization ability. Remarkably, the performance of
BottleNet++ is robust to channel variations in all three cases.
Specifically, the accuracy drops less than 1% when PSNR
changes from 25 dB to 10 dB in the AWGN channel, or when
the bit erasure rate changes from 0.01 to 0.15 in BEC.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed an end-to-end deep learning
architecture, named BottleNet++, for device-edge co-inference
with resource-constrained mobile devices. By exploiting the
strong sparsity and the fault-tolerant property of the inter-
mediate feature in the DNNs, BottleNet++ achieves a much
higher compression ratio than existing methods, which leads
to a significant reduction in the communication overhead, and
makes it feasible to split a DNN in the earlier layer to reduce
the on-device computation. For the communication theoretic
aspect, our study casts new light on the two fundamental
problems in the setting of device-edge co-inference: What to
transmit? How to transmit? The results indicate that transmit-
ting highly compressed features with analog communication
becomes attractive for edge-assisted inference. Furthermore,
DNNs stand out as powerful design tools for such new
communication problems.
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